Seminar on “Evolving Construction Quality Management in Practice”

Friday, 26th April 2019

Introduction
The construction industry has been criticized for poor quality in the recent incidents and scandals in railway projects. Defective works, poor workmanship, mistakes and human errors are critical construction quality problems that can definitely lead to a project failure. In this seminar, two speakers will explain the principles and practices of construction quality management and discuss the hints on evolving construction quality in projects. They will also demonstrate the use of inspection tracking processes and digital checklist inspections for improving work quality as well as productivity.

Speaker 1
Ir Dr Sammy Wan
Ir Dr Sammy Wan is specialized in evaluation of industrial strategies in construction engineering and management. He is Head of Quality, Safety and Environment of ATAL Engineering Group. He was the Past President of the Hong Kong Chapter of the Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers.

Speaker 2
Mr. Stephen Au
Mr. Stephen AU is the Managing Director and founder of MTECH Engineering Limited. He has more than 25 years of experience in international business for information technology, building construction and manufacturing. He received the awards of Outstanding Alumni of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University in 2017, and China 2007 Top 100 Innovative Enterprise Leader. His company won the HKIBIM Award 2018 in the Consulting Firm Category.

Date and Time: Friday, 26th April 2019, 7:00pm to 8:00pm
Registration at 6:45 pm

Venue: Meeting room P7303, AC1, CityU (Lift 6 – Left hand side of the Main Entrance)

Fee: Free of charge
Max number of participants: MAXIMUM 30

Language: Cantonese with English Terms

For Registration, please click here or visit the following link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdX06wGVHV3mXLSRyK41alpjUZJiM_0jGfL1aVvOMp4J-Zg/viewform

Deadline for enrollment: Friday, 24th April 2019

Don’t miss this opportunity. Number of seats is limited. ACT NOW!
Please do not use a smart phone to register as it may not work